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Abstract. This paper presents an approach to verify PLCs, a common
platform to control systems in the industry. We automatically translate
PLC programs written in the languages of the IEC 61131-3 standard to
B models, amenable to formal analysis of safety constraints and general
structural properties of the application. This approach thus integrates
formal methods into existing industrial processes, increasing the conﬁdence in PLC applications, nowadays validated mostly through testing
and simulation. The transformation from the PLC programs to the B
models is described in detail in the paper. We also evaluate the approach’s potential with a case study in a real railway application.
Keywords: B method, PLC, IEC 61131-3, safety critical systems, formal methods.

1

Introduction

Programmable Logic Controllers (from now on, PLCs) perform control operations in a system, running in execution cycles: they receive information from
the environment as inputs, process them and aﬀect this environment with the
resulting outputs.
In many industries, such as mass transport and energy, it is very common
to use PLCs in control applications. Those applications are mostly programmed
according to IEC 61131-3 [1], an international standard that speciﬁes the ﬁve
standard PLC programming languages, namely: LD (Ladder Diagram) and FBD
(Function Block Diagram), graphical languages; IL (Instruction List) and ST
(Structured Text), textual languages; and SFC (Sequential Function Chart),
that shows the structure and internal organization of a PLC. It is not rare that
a variation of such languages is employed too.
As the complexity of the PLC applications increases, and as various are safety
critical, it is important to ensure their reliability [2]. Since testing and simulation,
the de-facto method in many branches to perform veriﬁcation, can leave ﬂaws
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undiscovered, something intolerable in safety-critical systems, another strategy
is necessary. A mean to fulﬁll this requirement is with formal methods. However,
they are diﬃcult to integrate with the industrial process [3], since most control
engineers are not familiarized with formal veriﬁcation [4].
Some recent works have been trying to integrate formal methods and PLC
programs veriﬁcation, using diﬀerent approaches. In [5], the authors created a
new language combining ST and Linear Temporal Logic, ST-LTL, to ease the use
of formal veriﬁcation by control engineers. A method is presented in [6] to verify
applications using Safety Function Blocks with timed-automata through modelchecking and simulation. A model-driven engineering approach is used in [7] to
generate models in a FIACRE language from LD programs. To this date, these
approaches are concerned only with parts of the IEC 61131-3 standard.
Our approach consists of developing a tool that receives a PLC program based
in the IEC 61131-3 standard and builds an intermediary model from it. This
model is automatically translated to a formal model in the B notation [8]. Additional safety constraints requirements are then manually inserted and veriﬁed
using theorem proving, thus avoiding state-explosion problems. We can also specify and verify dynamic properties, such as deadlock freedom, performing model
checking in the model using the tool ProB1, which also supports the deﬁnition
and veriﬁcation of new constraints in Linear Temporal Logic. Our approach
is thus able to verify that the PLC is presenting the expected behavior in its
execution cycle.
We chose the B Method because it is used successfully in safety-critical applications, e.g. in the railway industry [12]. Besides, it has a strong support of
tools and the B language can handle decomposition, reﬁnement and generation
of veriﬁed code. It is better discussed in 2.2.
In order to include all the IEC 61131-1 languages, we based our intermediary
model (from now on called “PLC model”) in the PLCopen [9] standard, which provides an interface representing all such languages in an XML-based format, working also as documentation. This PLC model stands between the PLC programs and
the formal models to be generated, then reducing the semantic gap between PLC
and B and deﬁning a unique semantics for diﬀerent PLC languages [7]. The process also involves a customizable parser, so we can treat PLC programs that are
not strictly following the IEC standard; as numerous legacy systems deviate from
the standard, still our approach would thus be able to handle them.
Thus, as the generation of the formal model is automatic and as it makes
correctness, according to the speciﬁcation, a realistic and achievable goal, we
facilitate the use of formal methods in industry and increase conﬁdence in the
PLC applications.
We also present a case study in a real safety-critical railway system: the Central Door Controller (from now on, CDC) of the doors subsystem of a train. We
show the step by step automatic generation of the formal speciﬁcation from its
PLC program and, after deﬁning the safety constraints, perform a full formal
veriﬁcation in the application, at the end exhibiting the results.
1
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This paper presents the continuation of the work in [10] and [11]. A new
deﬁnition of the formal model generated, as well as improvements on how it is
generated and an evaluation of the whole method in a real case study are the
main contributions of this new paper.
Structure of the paper. Section 2 presents in more detail PLCs and the B method.
In section 3 we have the description of the diﬀerent phases of our method, and in
section 4 we present our case study. Section 5 concludes the paper and presents
future work.

2
2.1

Context and Techniques
Programmable Logic Controllers

We base our work with PLCs on the PLCopen standard. This standard is an
eﬀort to gather all the information of the ﬁve diﬀerent languages of the IEC
standard and provide an interface with their supporting tools, as well as the
ability to transfer information between diﬀerent platforms. It is an XML- based
standard able to store not just the textual, but also the graphical information
of a project, allowing complete translation from a representation to another.
The PLCopen standard structures PLCs in three speciﬁc parts: the Headers
structures, containing information such as the project name, the company associated, etc.; the Instance speciﬁc part, representing the conﬁgurations of the
environment in which the PLC may operate; and the Type speciﬁc part, where
we have the Program Organization Units (POUs) and the deﬁned Data Types.
In our approach we will consider only the elements of Type.
The Data Types are either elementary (Bool, Integer, etc.), derived (Enumeration, Array, Structure, etc.) or extended (Pointers); generic data types can also
be deﬁned. They are used to type the variables used in the POUs.
The POUs represent the PLC programs, being divided in three categories:
functions, function blocks and programs:
– The POU functions, when executed, produce exactly one data statement – a
variable typed according to one of the possible data types in the standard –,
the function result, and arbitrarily many additional output variables. These
POUs are stateless: they contain no state information, i.e., invocation of a
function with the same arguments shall always produce the same result.
– The POU function blocks produce one or more data statements as result.
The state of a function block persists from one execution to the next –
they are stateful – , therefore invocation with the the same arguments may
produce diﬀerent results.
– The POU programs are deﬁned as a “logical assembly of all the programming
language elements and constructs necessary for the intended signal processing required for the control of a machine or process by a programmable
controller system”. Their declaration and usage is equivalent to the function
blocks. It also may use the previous two POU types as auxiliary elements.
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The three POU elements have an interface with its several kinds of variables:
input, local, output, inout, etc. They also have a body, composed by IL (Instruction List), ST (Structured Text), LD (Ladder Diagram), FBD (Function Block
Diagram) or SFC (Sequential Function Chart) elements, according to the language of the POU. In ﬁgure 1 we can see an example of a POU program in LD
that makes use of an instantiation of a POU function block in FBD. In section 4
bits of PLC programs in SFC and ST are shown as part of our case study. For
more details, see [1] and [9].

Fig. 1. LD program with rungs executed from left to right, sequentially. Boolean variables and a function block are evaluated in the execution.

2.2

B Method

The B Method [8] is a formal approach for the speciﬁcation and development
of software. It includes a ﬁrst-order logic with integers and sets, substitutions
and reﬁnement rules. It is based on the Abstract Machine Notation (AMN),
which provides a unique language for the construction of machines, reﬁnements
and implementations, thus representing the diﬀerent levels of abstraction that
a speciﬁcation of a system may take. Besides, the language supports decomposition, since it is based around the concept of layered development and the
construction of larger components from collections of smaller ones.
The B Method provides a uniﬁed pragmatic and usable development methodology based on the concept of reﬁnement, requiring the consistency veriﬁcation
for each transformation of the speciﬁcation from the abstract level towards the
concrete one. This, along with the generation and veriﬁcation of proof obligations
to guarantee the consistency of the initial model, makes correctness according to
the speciﬁcation a realistic and achievable goal throughout system development.

3

The Method

The method we are proposing consists of three main phases:
1. translate the information in the PLC programs into an intermediary model,
either from a standard or hybrid PLC program, or from an XML ﬁle in the
PLCopen standard;
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2. generate from it a B model that makes possible to check the structural and
safety properties of the project;
3. and at last complete the formal model with such safety properties, derived
from the project requirements (manually, for now).
Figure 2 illustrates the method. A case study covering all the phases of this
method is shown in section 4.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the complete method

3.1

Towards the PLC Model

The PLC model may be generated either directly from an PLCopen XML-based
representation, from the programs in the standard languages or from programs
in some hybrid language, presenting diﬀerences from the IEC 61131-3 standard.
Such languages are common, as adaptations to speciﬁc domain PLCs may be
necessary.
We projected a parser to analyze the programs; it deals with the elements
of the standard languages and may be customized to speciﬁed diﬀerences, to
accommodate new languages. This way we can deal with legacy programs that
are not strictly standard compliant. To handle XML, we developed a reader
module along with the default parser to load the PLC model.
Once the PLC model is constructed, we are able to work independently from
the PLC programs to generate the B speciﬁcation. It is also possible to generate
a PLCopen XML, as documentation, to the PLCs that were not in this format.
3.2

Generation of the B Model

A good architecture is essential to generate a good model, as well as to deﬁne
which information from the PLC model will be responsible for which elements of
the B model. The architecture of this model is depicted in ﬁgure 3. It represents
a POU program and the auxiliary POU functions or function blocks that it may
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Fig. 3. B model representing a POU program and its use of auxiliary function and
function block POUs

use; in the sense of B, they are included by the reﬁnement of the component
representing the POU program.
For the POU program 2 , the operations are derived from the SFC steps. At the
machine level, the bodies of the operations only make non-deterministic assignments to the variables modiﬁed in the respective step; the translation of the ST
statements in the SFC action associated to the step forms the operation’s body
at the reﬁnement level. The precondition of an operation is derived from the
translation of the ST statements in the SFC transition preceding the respective
step.
Variables are created to represent the internal representation of the POU
inputs, named by the preﬁx “int ” plus the input’s original name. These inputs
are received as parameters in a Start operation, representing the initialization of
the POU in each execution cycle. In the body of this operation, at the reﬁnement
level, each internal variable receives the value of its corresponding input.
The POU outputs are treated as local variables; it is no loss of generality to
deal with them like that since we are dealing with the POUs only as independent
components. The safety constraints will concern mostly these outputs.
To emulate the execution cycle of the POU, non-existent in B, a boolean
variable is created for each step, named by the step’s original name plus the
suﬃx “ done”. It is stated true as the respective operation is performed and
falsiﬁed as the correspondent next operation in the execution cycle is reached.
These variables will be part of the operations’ preconditions: the predecessors
step variables must be valid so that a step can be reached.
A variable beginning is also created, stated true in the INITIALISATION
clause of the reﬁnement, and is part of the precondition of the Start operation.
It marks the ﬁrst execution cycle, when Start must always be available. In its
body beginning will be falsiﬁed.
In the auxPOU n components, the operations are constructed with the
translated statements from the auxiliary POUs, functions or function blocks,
either in ST, IL, LD or FBD. In the POU program’s machine and reﬁnement
are created and typed variables according to the return type of these operations’ outputs; they are used whenever one of them is invoked.
Further reﬁnements may be performed to optimize the model, like adding
invariants or changing its structure to facilitate automated proof.
2

Due to space limitations and to the fact that our case study in this paper deals particulary with SFC and ST, this explanation covers only the elements of these languages.
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Inserting the Safety Constraints

The next phase is to add safety constraints. Since PLC programs do not represent
such constraints explicitly, they have to be manually extracted from the project
requirements and modeled to be used in the formal models. This is a hard
task and still an open issue in the industry [13], and we have not decided yet
which methodology to adopt to tackle this problem. However, some promising
approaches as [14] and [15] may be suited for our purpose; the latter was used
in our case study.

Fig. 4. SFC program for CDC. Execution goes from the initial step to sequential ones
according to the validation of the transitions; the actions performed in each step are
implemented in ST.

Once the safety constraints are deﬁned, they are inserted into the model as
invariants in the POU components, conditions that must always hold as the
PLC actions are performed. Tools such as Atelier B3 can perform automatic
veriﬁcation of their consistency and point out where lies any problem, guiding
its treatment.
To guarantee that the PLC performs the expected behavior of its execution
cycle we may create LTL formulas over the variables representing the operations’ execution, verifying, e.g., if a given operation is ever reached from a
predecessor one.
3
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We may also verify properties that cannot be modeled with regular ﬁrst order logic, requiring modalities found in LTL: one example is the condition that
whenever a given variable has a given value, there must be some state reached by
the PLC where another certain variable receives another certain value. This can
be modeled with the operators , meaning “it will always be the case that...”;
and , meaning “it will eventually be the case that...”.
ProB is an animator and LTL model checker capable of handling B machines.
It also provides support to verify structural properties such as deadlock-freedom.

4

Case Study

Our case study is the CDC (Central Door Controller ), a PLC part of the doors
subsystem of trains in the Metro-DF project, developed by AeS4 , a small company in Brazil specialized in railway projects.
The CDC is responsible for controlling the opening and closing of the doors in
the train, guaranteeing that these actions are only executed under safe circumstances. It also controls the emergency situations that the train may be involved
in, which must be taken in consideration to determine whether a given scenario
is safe.
It receives, as input, information about the state of the train, such as the
current speed, and commands to open or close the doors. After verifying if the
conditions to execute some action are fulﬁlled, the CDC sends out commands,
as outputs, allowing or not the required actions.

Fig. 5. ST action associated to the SFC program of CDC. Tests if the conditions to
open the doors of the train are satisﬁed.

A simpliﬁed PLC representing the CDC is shown in ﬁgure 4, with a POU program in SFC, and its transitions and actions written in ST – they are not all presented due to space limitations, but in ﬁgure 5 we have the action Test Opening
in detail. The CDC interface is shown in table 1. Associated with the CDC is
also a POU function, isHigher op, which receives an integer as input and returns
a boolean result indicating whether the input is higher than 6. This function is
used to check the speed of the train.
4
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Table 1. Interface of CDC
Name

Class

train stopped
train in platform
train speed
train mode
mech emg actuated
close from ATC
close from cabin
doors closed
ok opening
ok closing
emergency evaluated
control mech emg actuated
authorize emergency
cab emg sound
interlock doors traction
apply emg breaks

Type

Input
BOOL
Input
BOOL
Input
INT
Input OPERATION MODES
Input
BOOL
Input
BOOL
Input
BOOL
InOut
BOOL
Local
BOOL
Local
BOOL
Local
BOOL
Output
BOOL
Output
BOOL
Output
BOOL
Output
BOOL
Output
BOOL

– Inputs: environment state and commands.
– Locals: CDC operational variables.
– Outputs: Results of the CDC operations.

The execution begins at the step Start: the PLC reads the inputs of the external system and initialize its local variables. The transitions T1 and T2 will
test if an opening or closing operation, respectively, was requested, then directing the execution to Step1, where the CDC tests if the conditions to open the
doors are satisﬁed; or to Step2, where the CDC tests if the conditions to close
the doors are satisﬁed. If the conditions either to open or to close the doors were
satisﬁed, situation controlled respectively by the local variables ok opening and
ok closing, the execution continues; otherwise it goes back to Start, where the
CDC will wait until the next reading of inputs. In Step3 or Step4, responsible respectively for opening and closing operations, the outputs controlling the
state of the doors are modiﬁed, corresponding to the kind of action performed
– opening or closing; the emergency circumstances are evaluated in these steps;
the corresponding controlling outputs are also modiﬁed here.
4.1

Applying the Method

We use the tool Beremiz5 to create the PLC program and obtain a PLCopen
XML document representing the CDC. We translate the information in it into
our PLC model, then generate a B model representing the CDC. The architecture
of the generated model is presented in ﬁgure 6. This process is fully automatic.
The variables with the preﬁx “int ” are the internal variables created to represent the inputs received by the PLC. The local and the output variables are
created with the same names as the ones shown in table 1. The auxiliary variable
aux bool is created to be used when the operation isHigher op is invoked in
CDC r. The others are the step variables, used to represent the execution cycle,
plus beginning, signaling the ﬁrst execution.
In ﬁgure 7, we can see part of the B operation produced by the translation of
Start. The precondition types the inputs and specify the conditions when Start
can be executed: the ﬁrst execution cycle – beginning = TRUE; the condition
of transition T3 is satisﬁed and the execution is in Step1; the condition of
transition T6 is satisﬁed and the execution is in Step2; or the condition of
transition T7 is satisﬁed and the execution is in Step3 or Step4.
5
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Fig. 6. Architecture of the B model generated representing the CDC
Start(train stopped,train in platf orm, train speed, train mode, mech emg actuated,
close f rom AT C, close f rom cabin, doors closed) =
PRE
train stopped : BOOL & train in platf orm : BOOL & train speed : {0, 5, 10}
& mech emg actuated : BOOL & close f rom AT C : BOOL &
close f rom cabin : BOOL & train mode : OP ERAT ION M ODES &
doors closed : BOOL & (beginning = TRUE or ((not(ok opening = TRUE)
& step1 done = TRUE) or (not(ok closing = TRUE) & step2 done = TRUE)
or (emergency evaluated = TRUE & (step3 done = TRUE or
step4 done = TRUE))))
(...)
Fig. 7. Start operation in the CDC machine. Only the precondition is exhibited.

The body of the Start operation at the reﬁnement level, shown in 8, consists
of the translation of the statements in the ST action—the initialization of the
local variables—, plus the generated initialization of the variables representing
the outputs; then the assignments of the inputs to its internal variables; and
ﬁnally the initialization of the step variables, marking the active step as Start
– start done := TRUE.
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Start(train stopped,train in platf orm,train speed,train mode,mech emg actuated,
close f rom AT C, close f rom cabin, doors closed) =
BEGIN
ok opening := FALSE; ok closing := TRUE; emergency evaluated := FALSE;
control mech emg actuation := FALSE; authorize emergency := FALSE;
cab emg sound := FALSE; interlock doors traction := FALSE;
apply emg breaks := FALSE;
int train stopped := train stopped; int train in platf orm := train in platf orm;
int train speed := train speed; int mech emg actuated := mech emg actuated;
int close f rom AT C := close f rom AT C;
int close f rom cabin := close f rom cabin;
beginning := FALSE; start done := TRUE; step1 done := FALSE;
step2 done := FALSE; step3 done := FALSE; step4 done := FALSE
END
Fig. 8. Start operation in the CDC r refinement

Step1 =
PRE
not(int close f rom AT C = TRUE or int close f rom cabin = TRUE)T1
& start done = TRUE
THEN
start done := FALSE; auxBool < − − isHigher op(int train speed);
IF auxBool = TRUE THEN
/*block opening*/
ok opening := FALSE
ELSE IF ((int train mode = MAN) or ((int train mode = MCS or
int train mode = ATO) & (int train stopped = TRUE)
& (int train in platf orm = TRUE)))
THEN
/*Opening allowed*/
ok opening := TRUE
ELSE
/*block opening*/
ok opening := FALSE
END
END;
step1 done := TRUE
END
Fig. 9. Operation representing Step1 (The precondition of the machine operation is
exhibited together with the refinement operation due to space limitations

The B operation resulting from the translation of Step1 is shown in ﬁgure 9.
In its precondition we have T1 and the obligation that Step1’s predecessor step
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INVARIANT
( (ok opening = TRUE) =>
( (int train speed <=6) & ( ( (int train mode = MCS or int train mode = ATO)
& (int train stopped = TRUE) & (int train in platf orm = TRUE) )
or (int train mode = MAN) )
)
) &
( (ok closing = FALSE) =>
(int train mode = ATO & int close f rom cabin = TRUE)
)
Fig. 10. Invariants concerning opening and closing safety

variable, start done, must be valid. Its body statements are the translation of the
ST statements in the step’s associated action, Test Opening, shown in ﬁgure 5.
The other operations are generated according to the same guidelines. Once
the B model is ready, the next phase in our method is to insert, manually, the
safety constraints of the project as invariants. We used the ProR approach [15] to
deﬁne the formal constraints from the natural language requirements, easing the
process and assuring reliable traceability; the whole eﬀort is in [16]. We present
here only the results to the following requirements, concerning the opening and
closing operations:
1. The doors shall open only when the train’s speed is lower than or equal to
6km/h.
2. The conditions to open all the doors located in one or in the other side of the
train, when in the operation mode ATO or MCS, are the train be stopped
and in the platform.
3. The condition to open all the doors located in one or in the other side of the
train, when in the operation mode MAN, is the train’s speed be lower than
or equal to 6km/h.
4. In ATO mode, the Central Door Controller must not close the doors while
receiving the command to open them from the driver push buttons.
We have the resulting B invariants in ﬁgure 10. The ﬁrst invariant, referring to
the situations where opening is allowed, covers the items 1, 2 and 3. The second
invariant, referring to the situation where closing is prohibited, covers the item 4.
The model is then ready to formally verify them.
The last phase of the process is to create the LTL formulas to check if the
PLC program’s behavior is as expected. Concerning the execution cycle, the
conditions to be veriﬁed and the respective formulas are shown below:
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1: Start is reachable :
2: Step2 must be reachable
Start when Step1 is not :
3: Step1 must be reachable
Start when Step2 is not :
4: Step3 must be reachable
Step1 when Start is not :
5: Start must be reachable
Step1 when Step3 is not :
6: Step4 must be reachable
Step2 when Start is not :
7: Start must be reachable
Step2 when Step4 is not :
8: Start must be reachable
Step3 or Step4 :

from
from
from
from
from
from
from
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1:  start done
2: ((start done ∧ ¬  step1 done)
⇒ step2 done)
3: ((start done ∧ ¬  step2 done)
⇒ step1 done)
4: ((step1 done ∧ ¬  start done)
⇒ step3 done)
5: ((step1 done ∧ ¬  step3 done)
⇒ start done)
6: ((step2 done ∧ ¬  start done)
⇒ step4 done)
7: ((step2 done ∧ ¬  step4 done)
⇒ start done)
8: ((step3 done ∨ step4 done)
⇒ start done)

We also verify constraints non-expressible through the invariants, such as:
9: Always when the CDC attests
that the conditions to open are
satisﬁed, then the doors must open
at some point of its execution :
10: Always when the CDC attests that the conditions to close
are satisﬁed, then the doors must
close at some point of its execution :

4.2

9: (ok opening ⇒
 ¬int doors closed)
10: (ok closing ⇒
 int doors closed)

Results

Once the model is complemented with the invariants representing the safety
constraints and the LTL formulas to verify the program’s behavior are deﬁned,
we are in position to carry on formal veriﬁcation through theorem proving of
proof obligations, model checking and LTL formulas check.
Ten proof obligations were generated to verify the invariants inserted in the
model: 6 in the operation Step1, related to the invariant concerning the opening
conditions; and 3 in the operation Step4, associated with the invariants representing the emergency conditions, not exhibited here due to space limitations.
The Atelier B theorem prover was able to prove them all automatically, without
any user interaction. The operation Step2 does not generate proof obligations
because its statements are strictly equal to the invariant concerning the closing
conditions, and the operation Step3, as it opens the doors, directly satisﬁes all
the invariants concerning emergency conditions, by vacuity.
Next, we model check the model for the properties not covered by the proof
obligations, such as deadlock-freedom and liveness. As a result we had 4969
states, all free from deadlock, and a total of 1792080 transitions were necessary
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to cover them all. An important observation is that in order to avoid a stateexplosion problem we restricted, only for the model checking phase, the values of
the INT variables - train speed and int train speed - to {0, 5, 10}; there is no loss
of generality, since the chosen values represent the three possible states of the
train: “stopped ”, “in movement and with its speed lower than 6km/h” and “in
movement and with its speed not lower than 6km/h”. Without this restriction
an inﬁnite number of states would have be generated by the model checker to
cover the possible values of the INT variables.
We can see in table 2 that most of the operations performed in the model
checking phase were at Start, where the inputs are received and the execution
cycle of the PLC is initiated. The computing time was of ten minutes.
Table 2. Total of transitions covered
Operation Number of visits
Initialisation
1536
Start
1787904
Step1
384
Step2
1152
Step3
48
Step4
1056

The ﬁnal step was to check the LTL formulas to verify if the PLC was presenting the expected behavior. All the formulas were proven correct, so the CDC was
indeed executing as planned. The computing time was of less than one minute
per formula.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

We have overviewed a method to carry out formal veriﬁcation of PLC programs,
according to the IEC 61131-3 standard, through the automatic generation of a
B speciﬁcation. Safety constraints are inserted in the formal model and then
veriﬁed through theorem proving; we also verify structural properties and if the
PLC presents the expected behavior performing model checking and using LTL
formulas. Thus we increase the reliability of the application, having correctness
according to the speciﬁcation as a realistic and achievable goal.
Another key point of our approach is that, as it allows the users to generate
the B models automatically from the PLC programs, only lacking the safety
properties, it boosts the process of formal veriﬁcation of such programs, skipping all the hard work to design and construct the model that prevents formal
methods from being easily inserted in industrial projects.
We also presented a case study in a real railway application where our approach was applied with success. We were able to attest the eﬃcacy of the
automatic provers and verify the safety constraints of the project.
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Future work lies mostly in expanding and adjusting the generation of the B
models, improving the way the method deals with some issues, such as multidimensional arrays, loops and data types supported, for instance. Scalability is
also an issue, since the bigger and more complex the generated models are, the
harder it is to verify them; we plan to tackle this exploiting the decomposition
support of B, splitting the complexity of the application in several components
and verifying them independently.
The results obtained from the model and LTL checking can be used to improve
the PLC, but we have not deﬁned yet an appropriate methodology on how to
perform this improvement; that is in our future works as well. We are also
studying the automatization of the process of deriving the safety constraints
from the requirements.
To improve the conﬁdence in our translation method, another future work
is to make the inverse process: generate the former PLC programs from the B
models, so that we can apply testing technique to validate our approach.
As we expand the scope of our method, we also intend to perform more case
studies. We are about to start one with the company ClearSy6 , strongly involved
with the B method and safety critical systems engineering, in a real project also
in the railway ﬁeld, to execute problem diagnosis in high speed trains.
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